Bibliography of Creative & Scholarly Works of SUNY Oswego Faculty and Staff

Donated to Penfield Library
2009-2010
Abraham, Steven  
[Marketing & Management]


Andrews, David  
[Economics]


Auler, Robert  
[Music]


Altschuler, Bruce  
[Political Science]


Bendinskas, Kestutis  
[Chemistry]


**Beyerbach, Barbara**  
**[Curriculum & Instruction]**


**Birdsall, Robert**  
**[Chemistry]**


**Bruch, Martha**  
**[Chemistry]**


**Burrell, Marcia**  
**[Curriculum & Instruction]**


**Card, Robert**  
**[Philosophy]**


**Carlson, Lynn**  
**[Mathematics]**

Chaudhari, Ram  [Physics, Emeritus]


Davis, R. Deborah  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Delaney, Tim  [Sociology]


Dighe, Ranjit  [Economics]


Dumas, Amy  [Psychology]


Fairbrother, Anne  [Curriculum & Instruction]

Fenlon, Amanda  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Friedman, Barry  [Marketing & Management]


Gump, Brooks  [Psychology]


Hallagan, Jean  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Harrell, Mary  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Ilie, Carolina  [Physics]


Kane, John  [Economics]

Kane, Sharon  
[Curriculum & Instruction]  

Karns, Lanny  
[Marketing & Management]  

Kulikowski, Mark  
[History]  

Langlois, Lisa  
[Art]  

Loe, Mary  
[Library, Emerita]  

London, Arcenia  
[Curriculum & Instruction]  

MacEntee, Virginia  
[Curriculum & Instruction]  
“Can We Know if They Know and How Do We Know They Know?” *How Do We Know They Know?* Ed. R. Deborah Davis, Arcenia London, Barbara Beyerbach. New York: Peter Lang, 2009. 87-106. Print.

MacKenzie, James  
[Biology]  


Markert, Linda Rae [Education, Dean]


Nichols, James T. [Library]


Offen, Julia [Anthropology]


Opello, Walter [Political Science]


Parry, Michelle [Library]


Parsons, Dennis [Curriculum & Instruction]


Peng, Bruce Long [Curriculum & Instruction]

Pritting, Shannon [Library]


Ramalho, Tania [Curriculum & Instruction]


Roosa, Kristen [Biology]


Rosenbaum, Peter [Biology]


Rosow, Stephen [Political Science]


Russo, Patricia [Curriculum & Instruction]


Schell, Robert [Curriculum & Instruction, Emeritus]


Schmitt, Elizabeth Dunne [Economics]


Schnorr, Roberta [Curriculum & Instruction]


Schofield, Damian [Human Computer Interaction]


**Shockey, Karen** [Library]


**Sime, Karen** [Biology]


**Spizman, Lawrence** [Economics]


**Sternlicht, Sanford** [Theatre Emeritus]

Stuck, Mary Frances  [Sociology]


Sturr, Natalie  [Library]


Tribunella, Thomas  [Accounting, Finance and Law]


Turco, Lewis  [English Emeritus]


Writing as Wesli Court:

Vadillo, Alicia E. [Modern Languages & Literature]


Vanouse, Donald [English]


Wells, Shirley [Curriculum & Instruction]


Wood, Dan [Music]


Wray, K. Brad [Philosophy]


“Philosophy of Science: What are the Key Journals in the Field?” *Erkenntnis* 72.3 (2010): 423-430. Print.